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When disaster strikes, heroes are made.New York Times bestselling author Lauren Tarshis brings

history's most exciting and terrifying events to life in the thrilling I SURVIVED seriesIn this collection,

witness unforgettable kids who, against all odds, survived sinking ships, shark attacks, the most

destructive hurricane to hit North America, and the bombing that launched the United States into

World War II.
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Lauren Tarshis's New York Times bestselling I Survived series tells stories of young people and

their resilience and strength in the midst of unimaginable disasters. Lauren has brought her

signature warmth and exhaustive research to topics such as the September 11 attacks, the

destruction of Pompeii, Hurricane Katrina, and the bombing of Pearl Harbor, among others. She

lives in Westport, Connecticut, and can be found online at www.laurentarshis.com.

My son loves this set of books! He is a second grader and was introduced to this series through our

local library. I love that this particular book contains four stories. Each story is highly entertaining -

for both kids and adults! The books are written to grab your attention from the beginning and hold it



through the end of the story. The font is big enough for kids to read it with no problem. I can't wait to

read the other books in this series with my son.

A gift for my great grandson and I'm thrilled with his love of this book, as well as his wonderment as

he phoned and shared how great it was to read stories about how REAL things happened, the first

story he read was about the Titanic. . He took it to school to share with his teacher and librarian and

THEN, when the school had a book fair several weeks later, he took all the coins he'd saved from

doing chores and bought two other I Survived books that the librarian had brought in..To learn true

history in this type of experiencing through reading is just phenomenal and will be so much more

valuable and enduring than the standard memorization of dates. I discovered the recommendation

for this book at a site called "Imagination Soup" and will return again and again for ideas and

suggestions.

I got these books for my 10 year old son for Christmas and he absolutely loved them! Each story

was engrossing and included some facts as well as the fictional side. I love that he is learning

information that is historical now while enjoying a good book! We look forward to buying more of

these books in the future.

Love these books! I read them with my 8 year old son. We switch off reading to each other.

Important topics & hard to put down sometimes - well written.

I admit I didn't read the product description very well so I was surprised it was 1 book but my 7 year

old was excited because he could carry one book with 4 stories.

My 8yo son loves this series. He takes this book with him everywhere and tells others about it.

Great price on this book! Loved it!

as expected and on time!
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